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3.2 pub on campus 'isn't practical'
by Deb Dennis and Greg Abbott
Prohibition probably won't be
ending in the near future on the
Winona State campus despite the
Student Senate's hopes.
The administration doesn't
definitely "oppose" the idea for a
pub. Said Charlie Zane, union
director, "It just isn't practical."
The Senate has begun "looking
into the possibilites" of a pub,
said legislative committee chair
Jim Schmidt. "We would like to
create a classy place where
people can gather without going
downtown."
By having a pub on campus,
according to Schmidt, not only
would it be a "drawing point" for
the school but it also would help
keep people here.
"The college has a reputation
of being a suitcase college," said
Schmidt. "This could help people

feel more like staying."
The pub could also be used as
an educational tool to teach
alcohol awareness, said Schmidt.
Why would the administration
say an idea that attracts
students, helps to keep then on
campus and teaches alcohol
awareness is "not practical?"
Zane feels it's a "profit-loss"
issue. "In the long run the
students would pay for the losses
in higher activity fees," said
Zane. "Other schools that have
on campus pubs have them as a
service and usually lose
money."
Dr. John Kane, vice president
of student affairs, said that a 3.2
pub isn't needed because WSU is
close to the downtown area and
students already have keggers on
campus — such as Casino night.
"I'm not opposed to checking
the possibilities of a 3.2 pub on

campus," said Kane. "If students
feel they want on-campus
alcohol, we'll certainly look into
it."
The
long-standing
Schoolhouse Law prohibits alcohol on
state
university
campuses.
However, nonintoxicating 3.2
alcohol was allowed by legislation passed in the early 1970s.
Kane said that in 1973, WSU
became the first state university
to have a 3.2 kegger on campus.
The kegger was for the first annual Casino night.
Bemidji State University has a
student pub in their union. Ken
Brant, union director said, "It is
basically a service to the students.
The students seemed to really
want a pub so we did it. But the
pub doesn't make any money,"
said Brant

In fact, without bimonthly
parties, similar to Winona State's
Casino Night, the pub would be
losing money. Said Brant, "We
have parties that attract many
people and then this money goes
to the funding of the pub." The
parties are not held in the pub.
Brant said Bemidji would
continue their pub to teach
"responsible alcohol behavior" to
the students. Brant added, "If
someone were to poll the
students, the majority wouldn't
care if we closed the pub. We
serve about 40 to 50 regulars,"
said Brant, "the rest still go
downtown."
Zane agrees that students
"don't want to be on campus all
day for classes then come back
at night. Downtown is set-up to
serve and entertain the
students," said Zane. "A campus

Continued on page 2

Union gets biggest
share of activity fee
(Editor's Note: This is the third
article in a five part series on the
Student Activity Fee.)
by Michael D. Mueller

Kevin Pregler lunges forward to gain more yardage during a Mass Communications department snow
football game last Saturday at Lake Park. More people are going outside to get involved in various
activies now that the weather is warmer. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

pub with 3.2 beer eventually
couldn't compete with
downtown."
St. Cloud State University
recently proposed a similiar idea.
St. Cloud State Senate
"rescinded" their proposal after
"running into too many roadblocks," said Sen. Kim Wood.
Kane said forms requesting 3.2
liquor filed to the city clerk,
security to check I.D.s and high
liability insurance are just a few
problems with an on-campus 3.2
pub.
WSU is in the process of
promoting an alcohol awareness
program. Kane has sent an
alcohol marketing guideline to
the Student Senate for approval.
The next step will be a DrinkThink program to inform students
about alcohol and its effects.

The
most
visible,
most
concrete example of activity
money use is the student union.
Sooner or later every student at
Winona State . will enter the
union—if only to register for
classes, buy a cup of coffee, eat
dinner or play a video game.
Consequently,
the
union
largest
commands
the
percentage of activity fund
allocations because money for
union operations and debt
retirement use 45.5 percent of
each activity dollar—over
$500,000.
According to the budget
summary prepared by Erich
Dornbusch, university accountant, union operations will
generate over $77,00 in revenue.
Combined with $97,000 cash carryover from the previous year and
this years $205,000 union operations budget, Student Union
Director Charlie Zane has a budget of approximately $375,000 to
work with this year.
If the summary budget report
for the union works out, there
should be a $54,000 carryover for
next year. How? "The reasons
abound," explained Zane. "We
take good care of the stuff we
have and this includes students.
We have some losses due to
vandalism and theft, but they
aren't great.
"Also, I'm the only union director in the State University System
without assistants. We aren't
overstaffed and where some of
the other union directors in the
state are cutting programs and
staff, we don't have to." Zane said.
Another reason Zane offered
for cash carryover is "We don't

spend unless we have to. We
bought some new furniture for
the lounge, but it didn't hurt our
budget because we managed to
get some state money for furniture purchase."
Are these cash reserves necessary? Zane thinks so, explaining,
"It's good business practice to
have a reserve for lean years."
Another explanation for the
union having a cash reserve is
offered by Student Affairs Vice
President John Kane, "A reserve
is needed in case there would be
a workman's compensation suit.
If one of the full-time union employees were to be injured on the
job, they would have a legitimate
workman's compensation suit
and the money would have to
come out of the activity fee.
"In addition, the union director
is entitled to a sabbatical. A temporary union director would have
to be hired with the same salary
and benefits given to the current
director now," Kane continued.
So for now the union will continue to run on surplus basis.
And the State University Board
will continue to have investment
authority of these surplus
student activity funds.
"This policy is years old," explained State University Board
Vice Chancellor for Finance
Elaine Bellew. "When the
Minnesota Legislature set up the
revenue fund for building the
dormitories and student unions,
it delegated financing authority
to the State University Board. As
a part of the total financing picture, the SUB collects the money
from the university system and
then re-allocates the money back
to the individual university."
Bellew continued, "This policy
allows the State University Board
Continued on page 2
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Teacher illness causes extended Christmas break
by Kim Flodin

Clottey's
Promotion

When a Winona State student
misses class either by their
choice or the professor's the
student loses about $1.88 if s/he
is a state resident or about $3.74
if s/he pays non-resident tuition.
College education is paid for,
and when a class Is missed for
any reason, the student is not
only deprived of the learning,
but also of their money.
This was the case for some
business students taking Dr. Ruth

The professor, Ruth Clottey,
who resigned from the business
administrtion staff last week for
personal reasons, missed four
out of the first five days of class
following Christmas break. She
returned to class on Jan. 11.
Clottey stated she had been
sick with pneumonia over break
and unable to return to class until
Jan. 11.

Steve Ritt, a senior, said he
wondered If Clottey was ever

by Laura Gudbaur and Marianne
Knlckrehm

conclusions. The questions were

Management
class.

and

coming back. At first he was not
too concerned but as more days
passed he wondered if he would
have to re-take the class, Ritt said.
Other students were more mad
than anything else, Brian

Ruppert, also a senior, said he
felt he was getting a "raw deal"
he pays for his own schooling
and saw some of his money being
lost by Clottey's absence.
Ruppert said that some of the
students talked of going to the
dean if Clottey wasn't back by the
end of the week.

Student, faculty panel support 2+2
members in arriving at their own enrollment of traditional 18-yearold incoming freshman residing
directed at the basic issue of the on campus is going down. Those
A panel of Winona State admin - necessity for the expansion.
seeking higher education today
istrators in a forum with faculty
Aside from the fact that are more non-traditional students
and students, expressed their Winona State has a legislative who are over 24 years of age,
support of the "two-plus-two" mandate to serve all of southeast
according to Stark.
program last Wednesday.
Minnesota's higher education
Since 79 percent of students
Panel members were President needs, the panel gave conclusive enrolled at Rochester are nonThomas Stark, Director of evidence that the expansion traditional students over 24, Stark
Admission/Veteran Affairs James would be beneficial for both said he feels this is an essential
Mootz, Assistant Professor Winona State and Rochester element to consider, especially
Regional
Campus
Pauline Community College.
since Winona State tends to
Christensen and Vice President
Struck pointed out that the attract more traditional students,
of Administrative Affairs Norman estimated revenues from the as opposed to non-traditional
Decker. The panel was headed by Rochester Center would exceed students.
newly appointed Vice President expenditures by over $318,000
The panel also stressed that
of University Development and during the current fiscal year. He Winona
State's
efforts
in
Relations Richard Struck.
said this money would return to Rochester don't detract from its
Both Stark and Struck voiced the Winona area and be used to home campus enrollment.
their pleasure that the faculty strengthen programs in Winona.
According to a study by the
was so concerned with the issue
Decker
added
that
the College Board only 6 percent of
to ask for a discussion on the Rochester plan will have an college-bound
high
school
topic. "It's important that we stay extremely
strong
economic graduates from Rochester select
in sync." said Stark.
impact on Winona because the Winona State. "Consequently,"
The panel addressed the issue money generated in this will Stark said, "one must not view
by answering a series of come back to this community.
Rochester as a major supplier of
questions which they felt needed
Stark also said that Winona traditional students to Winona
the most clarification. These needs this program to keep up its State's home campus."
were
questions
they
said enrollment. The projected figures
would
assist
community for student enrollment show the

Activity fee

Continued from page 1

to receive higher interest rates
because there is a greater
pool of money to be invested. If
individual universities were to invest the money, the interest
return would not be as great. The
net result is more money to
return to the program.
"The interest investments are
then plowed into a program of
union repairs and betterments
which keep union facilites refurbished," said Bellew.

The same legislative decree
that gave the State University
Board the authority to invest

student union allocations also interest
rates. Other states
created the student union debt organized their financing of
payment plan.
similar structures differently,
The bonding for the $76.3 mill- some by having the university
ion building program was started individually finance their own
in 1955. The bonding issue unions," said Bellew.
purpose was to provide funds for
"The advantage the Minnesota
building student unions and plan has is that one university
dormitories.
doesn't have to panic if its
Union debt finances one part of enrollments significantly decline
the bonds, dormitory residents in one year. It would have the
pay for the remainder of the bond support of the system to fall back
retirement. on."
Bellew explained the bond
When will Winona State
series was sold to build facilities students no longer make debt rethroughout the State University tirement payments?
System, not just at Winona State.
"Not until 2007," said Zane
"The assumption was this was "and there won't be a significant
the best way to get the lowest drop in payments until 1997."
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THURSDAY

SATURDAY
10 oz. Ribeye

■

Barbequed Pork Ribs
■■■
Complete Dinner
$4.95
U■ •
Taco & Margarita
■
■
Special
■
3 taco's for
■
$1.00 from 5-7
■•■
FRIDAY
■
■ Thursday Jan. 26 — Sunday Jan. 29
Fish Fry
■
■

from 4-7 p.m.

■
■
■

c

■
■
■
■
■

S
■
■
■
■

-- ;

'D

•

On Special for our
Grand Opening
for lunch
Delicious Hot Fudge Sundae

■■
■
■

■
■

••
4

1;6111
„„

• 1111 ■1■11■

for

only

$2.95

(Regularly 4.25)

batterfried cod
homemade potato pancakes
& coleslaw

TGIF

2 for 1

SUNDAY

Buffet Brunch

10:30-2:00 p.m.
only $5.95
Children under 12
Children 3-5

Complete dinner

$8.95

53.95

Happy Hour

Register throughout the whole weekend
Drawings for door prizes from your local merchants:
Shumskis • RD Cones • Rubleins Tax Service • Center Stage •
Piccadilly • Winona Knitting Mills • Economy Plumbing •
Valley Wholesalers • Nathes • Winona Princess
Zach's on the Tracks will be giving several gift certificate away!
Drawing on Sunday.

Daily Lunches

Family Hour:

Serving 11 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. (Mon..Sat.)

Every Wednesday from 5:00-6:30
Served Family Style

Witch for:
INTEINAT101111 FESTIVAL
The lit Miley el
nil wilt. dribs
Februty
10%

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT nr
...7

ffoittenac
* Lift ticket $5.00
with school I.D.
* Meet students from
other colleges
* Happy hour
9 to 10:30 p.m.

2 for 1 tap beer

9 miles southeast
of Red Wing on U.S. 61
Phone

(612)388-5826

Papa John's
Dining Room
Special
Buy a MEDIUM
PIZZA and get
3 TOPPINGS FOR
THE PRICE OF 2

■

■
■■•
■
■
■
U
■
■••
■
U

•

••
■
on the

rest of his classes off schedule.
Marcia McCarty, a senior in the
Marketing of Promotion class,
said she was very disappointed.
She said that the fact that the
class went five or six days
without any idea of whether or
Clottey said that she did call in not Clottey was returning or not
to inform the school of her was not only irresponsible on
illness, she also said that she Clottey's part but also reflected
could not see why the students on the business department.
were upset.
Dr. Gieske, head of the
"I am entitled to get sick," said business administration
Clottey, "students are also department had very little to say
entitled to get sick."
about the situation other than he
She also said it is the school's was aware that there was a
responsibility to inform the stu- problem and that the department
dents of an absence.
was taking steps to alleviate it.
Ritt said that the most
Dean of Business, Dr. Gorman
annoying part of her being gone said that he knew that Clottey
for so long was the fact that the had been ill over break but as of
class was scheduled to have a yet he hadn't received her forms
midterm on Jan. 12 and nobody for sick leave.
knew whether to study or not.
According to Gorman, all fullWhen asked if he could see any time teachers are allowed at least
solution to the problem, Ritt said 15 duty days of sick leave per
he thought about taking the class year.
over but because he graduates
next quarter it would throw the
Continued on page 7
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75$

Ws welcome Ulu. Mostoturd Am. Expos

FfirE

NOW OPEN SUNDAY EVENING
Family Slylel For Teo Whole Firefly.
Pim Our flogular DInnor Mon,

4:30-6:30 p.m.

free hors D' oeuvres
from 4:30.6:30 p.m.

454-6039
tM Fool of Cadet

$1.75

Children under 3

Clottey did return to class on
Wednesday, Jan. 12. She briefly
mentioned having been sick over
break to the class, according to
Ritt, but otherwise gave the class
no explanation for her prolonged
absence.

4:00-8:00 p.m.

50(r

Pitchers
4:00-8:00 p.m.

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

witood
purchase

FREE DELIVERY
on WSU Campus

■
■

■

••
■■ ■ ■■■■■■6

529 Huff

452-1234
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MSUSA fee increased

Pregnant?
and afraid?

B

There is o friend who cores.

by Carolyn M. Goetzinger

irthright

452-2421

free pregnancy test

free confidential help

AtIM1=== ■

Crazy riAlb,
Days P;,;

PEPSI

Burritos
Tacos
Softshells
Texas Chili
Taco Bravos
Taco Burgers
Apple Grandes
All Drinks

1/2 Price

Daily Specials Too:
Plus Every Tuesday 3 Tacos $1.25
Every Sat. & Sun 3 tacos or 2 softshells $1.39

TACO
JOHNS®

0
?

Mon.-Thurs. 111:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11.2 a.m. •
Sun. 11.11 p.m.
575 Huff St. and
Winona Mall

Drastically Reduced
Some Items Actually Below Cost

Brushed
Hooded
Scarves

Youth and Ladies

Leather
Gloves
.
Pile Lined

Fashion Colors
$15.00
Retail Value
$9.00
Our Regualr

Retail Value
Our Regular

Sale Price$6.50

Sale Price$3.00

$4.50 Value

$4.25 Value

Wool
Baseball
Caps

Reversible
Cigarette
Case

Assorted Colors
Our Regular

The Minnesota State University
Student Association raised its
fee from 4 cents to 5 cents per
credit hour for the 1984-85
academic year at its annual delegate assembly held Saturday and
Sunday at Winona State.
According to Winona State
student Sen. Mary Hermsen, who
serves on MSUSA's Presidents'
Council, the delegates approved
the increase because of projected enrollment declines which
would result in a decrease in the
association's total budget.
The increase is expected to
produce an additional $8,000 over
MSUSA's current budget of
$67,580. A large portion of the
increase will go toward a newly
created paid staff position.
MSUSA plans to hire an
administrative assistant/director
of development who will be
responsible for seeking outside
sources of funding for MSUSA.
Hermsen said, "This will be a
great method to seek increased
funds without increasing the fee
beyond 5 cents."
According to Hermsen, MSUSA
also plans to increase its contingency fund from 3.7 percent of its
total budget to 10 percent of the
budget, to provide the state chair
with a $300 living expenses
stipend and to increase MSUSA's
in-state meal and office supplies

$1.00,

$12.00
$5.00

Assorted Colors

Our Regular

$3.00

Boys Nylon
Sport
Mittens
Assorted Sports
Characters
Our Regular

Shell! Peterson, MSUSA state chair, discusses next year's
budget during a delegate assembly committee meeting Saturday

in Kryzsko Commons. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)
allowances.
The delegate assembly also
changed the delegate representative structure. Currently three
representatives from each university serve on the assembly.
According to Hermsen, the structure was amended so that representation will be more proportional to schools' enrollment.
Winona State will have one
additional delegate next year.
This year its delegates were
Student Senate Vice President
Reggie Johnson and senators
Todd Humphrey and Sarah
Saarela.
The delegate assembly also
adopted a measure that will allow
any future bylaw changes to be
appealed to the Presidents'

Council. "It's kind of like a check
on the delegate assembly.
Because the larger schools have
more delegates now, they could
make some major changes,"
Hermsen said.
The Presidents' Council also
met over the weekend.
Discussion focused on such
issues as the independent
student status, possible tuition
refund policies and state-wide
faculty evaluations.
The council also set up the
search procedure for selecting
next year's state chair. Four
nominations were received over
the weekend, including
Hermsen's. The Presidents'
Council will select the new chair
March 31.

Fr ee

Great
Music

?ovt°`‘ .

$2.50

Sale Price$1.00

Bar in Bin
HATS

452-6973

3-5:30
P . MMon-Friday

MONDAY

THURSDAY

Marguerita Night
8-12 p.m.

Special Price On All The
Beer You Can Drink
8-12 p.m.

Bag-a-Bull Night
Schlitz Malt Liquor
Quart Special from 9-12

Sale Price 500 Sale Price$1.50
PLUS MANY, MANY MORE OUTSTANDING
BUYS THROUGHOUT THE STORE!
F ACTORY
onRya OUTLET STORE
412 - 416 E. SECOND ST.

BAR & CAFE

TUESDAY

Your Choice
$1.00

Glove Co

HAPPY
HOUR

WEDNESDAY
Drinking Glove Night
Drinking Glove
$1.25
Tap Prices Even Lower
with a glove from 9-11

SATURDAY
MORNING
Bloody Mary Special
8-12 a.m.

SATURDAY NIGHT
First Drink Full Price,
All Other Drinks
After That Half Price
9-12 p.m.

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

454-7772
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Second Look
by Greg Abbott

Campus pub
unnecessary
Much attention, most notably from Student Senate, has recently
been focused on the possibility of establishing a 3.2 student pub on
campus. The attention is unnecessary, as is the pub.
Sure, the idea sounds great, but it's not very feasible, logical or
practical. (Yes, there is a difference between logical and practical.)
Student Senate is promoting the pub as having the potential to
be "a classy place where people can gather without going
downtown."
The truth is, however, that most people will continue to go
downtown. (Also, how classy could the campus pub be? Maybe as
classy as the wonderfully tacky purple carpet in the commons?)
Downtown is only a few short blocks from campus, and though it
may not have that much to offer as far as entertainment goes, it
offers a lot more than a university pub ever could. After all, why
would a student stay on campus, or come to campus, to sip a few
3.2 beers, when within minutes that same student could be downtown visiting one of several establishments? Certainly most
students would opt for the variety, both in bars and beverages,
offered downtown.
There is just no way a campus pub could compete with the
community for patrons or revenues on a regular basis. Another
school in the State University System tried to, but their venture
isn't very successful. The pub serves 40 to 50 "regulars" and fails to
make money. In fact, the pub itself is a financial drain supported
through other more feasible means.
This example should serve as an indication to other universities
in the system, including Winona State, that a campus pub serving
3.2 beer just isn't practical. Surely a pub shouldn't be established
just to serve a handful of students.
There are, however, feasible alternatives to a permanent 3.2
student pub. Casino Night is a prime example. One can only wonder
how much of an influence the availability of beer, even if it's only
3.2 beer, has on student turnout at the event.
As suggested by Mr. Abbott and as tried successfully at other
universities, maybe Winona State could set up something similar to
a campus pub, but only make it available on a request basis. In
other words, campus groups, including SCAC and maybe even
dorm floors, could request to have the pub made available to them
for private or campus-wide events. It would be similar to renting the
upstairs of say Charlie's or Shorty's.
A set-up like this would provide students with a service they
need/want when they need/want it, without the financial burden of
supporting a campus pub on a regular basis. Plus the university
would not find itself competing with downtown bars.
This is only one alternative; surely there are others. Student
Senate is correct in focusing attention on the possibility of establishing a pub, but perhaps it should stop assailing the
adminstration's lack of enthusiasm toward the prospect as a form
of "communism" and prohibition, and start developing more
feasible, logical and practical alternatives to operating a 3.2 pub.

The life of Riley
I've been trying to figure out what to do with all
the letters I've been getting from gutless peons
who are afraid to sign their name.
I found the answer while reading Don Riley,
perhaps the best and most-read sports columist in
the state — next to Schaller, of course.
If greatness is spawned by imitation, here
goes—
From an average college student: "I think we
should have alcohol on campus along with birth
control and while you're at it, why don't you sell
drugs on campus to (sic)."
Comment: If you're an average student, I'd hate
to see an abnormal one, lard lips.
From a True Christian: "Pat Kronebusch should
be praised for her stance against atheist attacks
on the Catholic church, not condemned."
Comment: If Pat Kronebusch wants praise, she
should've run for a martyr instead of Senator,
banana brain. A senile bulldog could do more for
Winona than Sister Pat.
From an Upset Senator: "When are you going to
stop bringing up the MSUSA conference? The
drinking rumors were never proved. Why don't you
let it be, so we can get on with other things —
things that help support WSU?"
Comment: Listen Nixon nose, I'll quit bringing it
up when Senate gives me a state car so I can drink
and party and spend $500 of student money.
From a Non-sexist pig: "Women aren't the only
ones at the ice cream 'trough.' Why don't you write
about all the men who go there, too?"
Comment: Okay, rotund rump, to make it fair I've
got to say that I know guys who have gotten
hernias from carrying their food tray to the table.
From a student who won't be intimidated: "The
male strip show was worth $5, and you have no
right to say women shouldn't go. I bet you'd be the

first one to buy a ticket to a women strip show."
Comment: Listen g-string face, I said women
have a right to go, but they're dumb for paying $5
for it. And I wouldn't be the first to buy a ticket, I'd
use my press card and get in free.
From a loyal soap watcher: "Soap operas aren't
as bad as a lot of shows on television. Some other
shows are twice as bad. Soaps reflect life. They're
interesting."
Comment: Mirrors reflect life, but does that
mean you should stare at yourself? Yuck! The
point is that television should be trashed — soaps
and all, boob tube brain.
From Faithful Football Fans: "We think it's
horrible the way you ridicule the football team with
Cabbage Patch dolls. Those guys have given their
all and have done a great job. They weren't even
playing in December — why do you insist on
picking on them?"
Comment: 'Cause they're the only ones that can
take a joke, arm pit breath. And I couldn't pick on
the basketball team because they're so bad they
couldn't hit the broad side of a purple penguin.
So much for the letters. These spineless,
sniveling jellyfish didn't have the guts to sign their
name, and I disregard their useless thoughts like
used kleenex.
Don't bother to talk to me about what I wrote. I'll
throw away unsigned letters. But I will listen to
people with guts to sign their names to what they
write.
I've had enough of this Riley stuff. There's only
so many names you can call people, and I've had
my fill. I certainly don't want to live the life of
Riley.
Comment: Abbott, you don't have the
intelligence to even attempt a column. Why don't
you get a life, stench mouth? — Don Riley.
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Mulvaney, Housing attacked
To the Editor:
Having just resigned
my
position as office manager of the
"Quad," I would like to give our
administration an insider's
viewpoint of what is really
happening. This letter is mostly
to show the administration that in
order to be heard around here, a
student must write a letter to the
Winonan. I thank the Winonan for
having the intestinal fortitude to
expose subjects our fearful
leaders keep hidden.
During the summer, some
drastic changes were imposed
upon Richard's, Morey-Shepard,
Conway residence halls. The
major change was to hire one
dorm director who would be
responsible for all four halls. This
job was "given" to a 1983
graduate of WSU, Sue Mulvaney.
I guess John Ferden, in his all
encompassing knowledge of
dorm life, felt that one person
could handle four dorms—four
dorms that cover over 16 floors
and nearly 700 students. I can
clearly see that not any person
could handle this major
undertaking, but someone with
the major credentials as Sue
Mulvaney possess would fit in.
Just ask Scott Peak or Paula
Scheevel, who both have similar
jobs but less area to cover, how
easy the job is. They will probably
disagree, but I don't see how they
could. Maybe the Housing
department will see that
problems exist which one person
cannot handle and hire another
more qualified person to take
over part of the job.
Now, as an experiment, I think
it was a worthwhile effort, but
let's face reality, the experiment
failed and if left as is, will surely
deteriorate opinions of WSU as a
whole. Right now other schools
are laughing when they hear of
our housing staff and how they
handle certain situations. How
are they able to bend the rules to
fit their need you might ask? It
was allowed to happen because
student concerns were waylaid in
favor of our elite housing staff's
opinion of how dorm living
should be conducted.
How often do they visit the
dorms? From experience and

neccessity, I come to the
conclusion that they visit only in
crisis situations and rarely take
action until undue pressure is put
on them. The promises they make
can be expected to be broken
instead of expecting them to be
honored.
My question to them is how
can they justify this choice to
combine dorms under one
director. The savings the choice
has yielded might have saved
some money, but in reality the
damage to property and lack of
respect for the hall director plus
the antagonism felt by nearly the
whole staff for things they have
no control over have costs that
cannot be measured in dollars.
Look at the turnover rate of the
Quad staff. Out of 12 staff
members only seven will be
around spring quarter. I will not
attempt to ascertain as to the
meaning of this; I merely present
it as a matter on conjecture. The
lack of respect the hall director
has could have something to do
with this though. How could one
respect someone who plays
favorites and deals with students
in a fashion resembling a
dictatorship?
Ms. Mulvaney in fact does not
see all that is going on. How
could she? No person could. But
she does seem to possess the
ability to make her opinions
known. Too bad it's not in areas
of her concern. She does possess
the power to enter residents'
rooms whenever she wants, or
does she? If the residents knew
what went on over X-mas break
during and after room checks, I'm
sure they would find reasons for
lawsuits; (i.e. illegal search and
seizure and illegal entry).
She can sure point out the
housing contract rules when
she feels they apply but does she
know the residents rights under
the same contract? Going into
rooms at 10 p.m. does not seem
reasonable to me, especially
when the residents are not there
and room checks have been
completed.
As for being fair with residents
she fails miserably. Why are
some refrigerators unplugged
during break and not others? Why
are some people written up for

garbage in a public place and
others unnoticed, or are they just
given special breaks? Why do
some people get work hours and
other with identical incident
reports get off with a slap on the
wrist? Why do things that should
be dealt with have to wait for
days or weeks before any action
is taken? Why do smoke
detectors and batteries go
unreplaced for weeks when the
laws are clearly spelled out? This
is an area that needs action from
higher sources than school
officials I guess.
Why
do
students
with
legitimate gripes and questions
have to wait for a convenient time
for Ms. Mulvaney? This one can
be answered when you look at her
office hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday through Friday except
from 12-1 which is her lunch
break.
These are just a few of the
problems I saw while on her staff.
I think the housing staff is
breathing a sigh of relief that I
didn't expose them for more than
I did. Hopefully they will take
action and not just blow this off.
These are serious concerns and
students and their parents should
be aware of the policy that seems
to be permeating the Housing
department...one of complete
lack of guidelines and disipline.
Yes they do have guidelines but
do they follow them all the time?
I think the WSU administration
should get their acts together
and deal with problems here at
home before worrying about
Rochester. They should concern
themselves with the people who
are paying to live here and maybe
they wouldn't have to worry about
declining enrollment.
It's time for some action; too
bad it has had to take so long.
Hopefully the administration will
look at it's priorities and deal with
WSU before concerning itself
with other matters. I also hope
the Housing department realizes
the problems and solves them by
adding a dorm director in
Richard's or at least an assistant
to Ms. Mulvaney, one that is
aware of the policies and rights
of students.

To the Editor:
I would like to clarify a statement made in the Jan. 18
Winonan article on the Learning
Center. Although the Learning
Center and Special Services
Program share facilities and
coordinate activites, the Special Services Program is a separate
entity. It does serve first-generation college students, financially and disadvantaged students
and handicapped students, as
stated, but the handicap is not
limited to a physical handicap.
Students with learning disabilities, etc. are also served by the
program. Students served by Special services are therefore nontraditional, and, in most cases,

they are also served by the Learning Center. The Special Services
coordinator is Christina Thomas;
she is located in Gildemeister
123.
The federally funded Special
Services Program was established to aid students (in the
above mentioned categories) in
making attendance at college
possible. The program at WSU
has helped this institution fulfill
an obligation set forth in Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973—a regulation passed to prohibit discrimination on the basis
of handicap. The federal grant
funding the Special Services
Program also partially funds
Learning Center staff.

How do you think preregistration
procedures could be improved?
/
000044,,,,

4

Jim Joyce, Geblogy, Winona

"I think basically for Winona
State, it suits it purpose."

,

,

While the Special Services Program is federally funded,
adequate funds are not available
for a large staff. For this reason,
volunteer readers (for students
with visual impairments or learning disabilites), class notetakers
(for physically handicapped
students) and peer counselors
are always needed. Contact
Christina Thomas or Special Education faculty for more
information.
A special thank you should be
given to both the Learning Center
and the Special Services Program
for their assistance to students.

Joanne Siock,
WSU Regulation 504 Advocate
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Paul Roselle, Chemistry, Winona

"I think registration sucks. There
s„
are too many incompetent people
running it. At bigger universities
you don't get as much run-aroundfor certain classes. You have
class listings with the times they
,..,
are held, and you are almost
guaranteed the classes in your
major. If you need a class that is'
closed, they don't say tough
luck.”
.
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Libbie Kershaw, Public relations,
Davenport, Iowa
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"Certain lines are longer than
others, like the business line. If
they divide the business line in
half, it would make things go a lot
faster."

is,
log

MJ "Mac" McCauley, Professor
of Physics and Energy
"Instead of having it all based on
your credit hours, I'd like to see
people get a more even chance to
get classes that are normally
closed at the beginning.
We have to work out a way that
new students can get the classes
they want."

Dean J. Berghoff
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Special Services separate
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Margaret
Science, New Prague

Social

"I think it needs a change
- because when you go up to
register, they are already letting
people in who are three or four
time slots away. You're on time
and they're just ahead of time, so
you're going in with people who
have less credits than you."

Jacque Reidelberger, Chair of
communication and theater arts.
"By
more
utilization
of
services."
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Student ministers help peers

CHEAP
At Godfather's Pizza, you and your date can have a big time for small
change. Fun, games, incredible pizza and plenty of your favorite
beverage. Eat here or grab a pie on the way and take it with you
wherever you go.
There's nobody's pizza like Godfather's Pizza. It's a bargain that's
hard to beat!

Godfather's

66 Center St. • Winona

454-4414

Lutheran Campus Center peer ministers Donna Brei, Kim Nelson, Lib Cunningham, and Bob Johnson
(Photo by Steve Apps)

by Marianne Knickrehm and
Greg Abbott
When helping and ministering
to the needs of students, a
comfortable family atmosphere is
important to the four Winona
State student peer ministers
living at the Lutheran Campus
Center.
The peer ministers couldn't
quite decide their "family makeup." They thought Lib
Cunningham, Sophomore peer
minister, is a motherly figure because "she makes us clean up
the place all the time."
Kim Nelson, a junior physics
major, was the fatherly figure because "Bob is more of a kid than
Kim is."
Bob Johnson, a junior peer
minister, disagrees and joked
that it actually is the other way around. He admits that he may act
like a kid because he works with
children in the New Life choir at
Central Lutheran church. (And he
does a pretty good Kermit the
Frog imitation, too.)
The group also decided that
Donna Brei had to be a kid since
she is always "clowning around."
Brei helps coordinate Fools for
Christ, a clown troup used to promote the center.
"The clown's face is painted
white to symbolize Christ's
death, and the bright colors sym-

bolize new life," said Brei.
Nelson added that the center
offers other activities such as a
Bible study group and 9:19, an
informal worship service.
The center also sponsors
special activities like skiing,
retreats, ice cream socials and
workshops.
The center has a television
room, two study rooms, a library
and kitchen that are all for
student use.
Johnson said, "Some people
have the attitude that it's a real
quite place — like a church or a
sanctuary."
He said that it is a sanctuary of
sorts, but is also a place to come
and have fun, and most importantly, a place where students
can find a release from the presstires of school and everyday
life.
All Of the peer ministers emphasize that students and faculty
from all faiths are welcome at the
center, and the doors are kept
open until 11 p.m. or later if the
peers know a student is expected
to arrive.
"As far as the house goes,"
said Nelson, "it really belongs to
the students who come here."
Nelson said there is a need to
serve others and help them.
"Each of us need to talk to somebody, and we're here to listen."
Johnson wanted to be a peer

NIIIMMENNIMINEMIII•11111.16

Stop, Shop & Compare!
You'll find lowest average prices in Winona

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
176 East Third Street
452-1821 Winona, Minnesota 55987
We Specialize In
Beer, Liquors & Wine
Stop in & see our selection.

* Schmidt 12 pak cans
* Old Milwaukee suitcases
* Peppermint Schnapps
11111111111

AT THE BOOKSTORE

1/2 OFF

All
Winter
Jackets
Jackets are this
years styles.

■11111111MINININIMMIL.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

minister because he likes being around other people, and the job
provides good experience for him
since he plans to enter a seminary after graduation.
One thing the peer ministers
are pleased with is the respect
the students have for them and
the center.
"We're like brothers and
sisters without the fighting," said
Cunningham.

452-4307

Don't miss
this money saving

Sale!
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after 4 p.m. on
Your birthday
Comeand
11
enjoy a delicious 6 oz.
U.S.D.A. Choice Steak with Garden
Green Salad, Steak Fries or Rice
Pilaf and Garlic Toast absolutely
FREE!

RULES

1. Must be 16 years or older to participate.
2. Must come in on your birthday.
3. Must prove birth date with drivers license
or birth certificate and
show one other form
of identification.
4. present ID to host/hostess
upon arrival.
5. Not valid with any other
specials or coupons.
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La Crosse
1930 Rose Street
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Pre-registration Material

Well-logging Course

Students with valid Winona
State I.D. cards may pick up
spring quarter pre-registration
materials across the hall from
Registrar's office, Somsen 228.
Pre-registration will be held in
the East Cafeteria, Kryzsko
Commons, Jan. 30-Feb. 2 from 10
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Dr. Edward Nuhfer, professor
of Geology at UW-Plattville, will
teach a course at WSU covering
the basic principles of
geographical well logging March
23-24.
Well logging is the exploration
of petroleum and ground water
and the interpretation of rock
types and properties through
geophysical data.
Students interested in the
course can sign up in Pasteur 103
or contact the Geology Club.

Spring Quarter Advising
Students who have not
declared a major should see an
adviser in the Cinema Room Jan.
26-31. Students will not be
permitted to preregister for
Spring Quarter unless they have
seen an adviser and have the
adviser's signature on the
student program form.
Financial Aid Forms

ACT
Family
Financial
Statement and financial aid
forms are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, Somsen
106. Federal tax returns are
required from all applicants.
Priority filing date for WSU aid
is April 1. Guaranteed Student
Loan applications will not be
available until May.

Winona 1415 Service Drive

Tri-college Raquetball
Tournament

The second annual Tri-college
Raquetball Tourney will be held
Feb. 3-5 at WSU. All students,
faculty and administrators from
all three campuses are invited to
participate.
Fees are $7.50 for singles and
$15 for doubles per team which
includes jersey, refreshments
and one chance at a drawing. For
more information, contact R&R
Sports at 454-4980.
Poetry Contest

Adult Children of Alcoholics
in Al-Anon

Adult Children of Alcoholics in
Al-Anon will meet every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the
Cathedral church basement in St.
Augustine Room. New members
are encouraged to come and see
what this new group has to offer.

Students are invited to enter
the C. Sherman Severin
Publication's Poetry Contest
under the theme of human
emotions. Entry blanks and
further information can be
obtained by writing to CSS
Publications, P.O. box 23-M, Iowa
Falls, Iowa. The deadline is
March 15.

Women's Awareness Group
Applications for Nursing Major

Women's Awareness group
will meet Jan. 30 at 7 p.m. in the
Purple Rooms, Kryzsko
Commons. The movie "The Fear
That Binds Us," a documentary
on the horrors of abusive
relationships will be shown.
Discussion will follow.
Cult Seminar

A cult seminar will be held Feb.
7-8 in Somsen Hall auditorium at
7 p.m. Tim Kullman and Rick
Seelhoff, members of Citizens
Freedom Foundation will speak
about mind control and focus on
The Way International and Rama
Behera, two cults which are
prominent in the area.
•

Applications for nursing major
are now available in the
secretary's office in Phelps 231
or the Nursing department,
Golden Hills School, Rochester.
These applications are for entry
into the major for fall quarter
1984. The applications must be
returned to the department by
Feb. 17.
Bible Study

Pastor Tom Freundenstein will
lead a Bible study Jan. 26 at the
Lutheran Campus Center starting
at 4:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome
to attend.

Teacher illness
Continued from page 2

Thursday
Tap Beer for the Price of a
Video Game from 8-10 p.m.

Thurs-Fri-Sat
Dance to Battle Ax
Sunday
Dance to Union Station
4-8 p.m.

Monday

Gorman said that he had known
Clottey is continuing her
education and it was understood
when she was hired that she
would be allowed to continue
working towards her degree.
The students see no solution
to the problem, other than to drop
the class, which most of them
don't want to do because of their
schedules and Clottey also

CAMPUS REP
POSITION

teaches
Management
of
Promotion next quarter.
Dr. Norman Baron, geography
instructor, also did not return from

break because of illness. Dr.
Richard Hopkins is now teaching
Economic Geography. Dr. Roger
Carlson is teaching World Regional Geography and Dr. Virgil
Holder, chair of UW-LaCrosse
Geography department, is
teaching
Latin
American
Geography.

Exchange Hours
For Cash

Earn commissions and
FREE TRIPS promoting

Spring Break trips to
Colorado, Daytona Beach,
and South Padre Islands.
Call Summit Tours.
1-800-325-0439

Opportunity for extra

income distributing
personal care products &
jewelry. For appointment,
call Erich at 454-2480

110 11•111111111111110111M1 NMI II CO , • ON WIN= OM
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Bud Light Special
Dance to V.T the D.J.

Free T-Shirt
or
$5.00 off Any Shoe
in the Store

Tuesday

Sports-in-Store

Bud Special
Dance to V.T. the D.J.

3rd & Franklin, 454-2442
Void on Sale Items

with purchase of
shoes over $25.00
IN mil EN so win EN =I

Expires 2-1-84
-

-

January 2
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Skiing for Olymp

Mike Kempster gets some help loading skis on to the bus from Tim
Moe.

Forty skiers from Winona State
and nine Saint Mary's skiers got a
break in the recent sub-zero
weather last Saturday in order to
participate in an annual Lite Ski
Event which benefits the U.S.
Olympic ski team.

The Lite Ski Event is sponsored
by Miller Beer and gives students
a chance to go skiing at a discount while also helping out the
ski team.

Miller Beer all for $12.50; $11.00
without rental.
The bus for the trip loaded up
about 2 p.m. and then took off for
Coffee Mill with 49 anxious
skiers. Once at the ski area, those
with their own equipment headed
for the slopes, while those who
needed to rent their equipment
got sized.
Skiers were able to ski from

four o'clock until ten. At 10 p.m.

This year's event, which had a

the party started. Some skiers

considerably lower turnout because of frigid weather, was
able to give a $250 cash contribution to the team.
Over the last four years Winona
State, Saint Mary's and Saint
Teresa have been able to donate
over $4,500. These past trips have
averaged between 250-300

relaxed by the fireplace, while
others played Indian or quarters.
The party rapped up around
mid-night just as the second halfbarrel ran out. The skiers then
packed up the bus and headed for
home.
Dave O'Connor, Winona State
Miller Representative, said that
there was only way to describe
this years trip, "A success".
If weather permits, O'Connor
said that another Lite Ski Event
could take place in late February.

people. Any profit over cost is

donated to the team.
The ski trip includes round-trip
transportation, a lift ticket, ski
rental and a party thrown by

Two lone skiers brave the cold while on the way back up the hill for another run.

Photos, text by Scott J. Brooks
Mary Lovetto gets a taste of the snow on her first run of the year.

Seve

15, 1984
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ics is fun

Doug Berman samples some refreshments from a wine skin while enroute to the Coffee Mill ski area.

ral Winona State and Saint Mary's students participate in a game of Indian during the after ski party sponsored by Miller.
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THE
SCIMEINING
LOOM
FREE POPCORN WITH THIS AD

Winner of 6 Academy Awards
Omar Sharif &
Julie Christie

DOCI011
ZHIVAGO
Friday

9:00
7:00
1:30 & 6:30

Saturday
Sunday

Pre-registration dates and times
Admission priority to the pre-registration area will be on the basis of the number of credits earned by the end of Fall Quarter
1983. If you cannot pre-register at the time stated below, you may pre-register at a later time within the following schedule. A
student may not pre-register earlier than his/her prescribed time.
Monday, January 30

Tuesday, January 31

10:00 - 10:15

10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
11:00
11:00 - 11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:4S
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:30

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15

- 10:30
- 10:45
- 11:00
- 11:15
- 11:30
- 11:45
- 12:00
1:15
- 1:30
- 1:45
- 2:00
- 2:15
- 2:30

Graduate Students 4 Winter Quarter
Student Teachers
177 Undergraduate Credits 4 Above
176 - 168
167 - 163
162 . 159
158 . 154
153
148
147 - 139
138 - 130
129 - 124
123 - 118
117 . 114
113 - 110
109 - 108

107
103
100
95
90
84
77
71
68
66
65
64
62
61

Wednesday, February 1
- 104
- 101
- 96
- 91
- SS
78
72
- 69
- 67

-

61

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15

.
.
-

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:34
11:45
12:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30

Thursday, February 2

60 . 19
58 . Si
56 . 54
53 - 51
SO - 47
46 . 41
40 r 34
33 - 24
23 19
18
17 14 - Z
17 A - L
16 S - Z
16 N - A

10:00 - 10:15
10:15 - 10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:15
11:15 - 11:30
(First
(First
(First
(First

Letter of Last Name)
Letter of Last Name)
Letter of Last Naas)
Letter of Last Name)

11:30 - 11:45
11:45

12:00

16 I - M (First Letter
Last Name)
16 A - H (Pint Letter
Last Name)
IS
14
13
12 14 - Z (First Letter
Last Name)
12 A - L (First Letter
Last Name)
11 - 0 Credits and
Undergraduate
Specials

FACIE 1111111E MVS IC

6.99

6.49
SHOP WINONA:

Weekdays 10-9
Saturday 10-9
Sunday 11-6

POCH

I

khn

ammommo, MUM
WINONA MALL—WINONA

e

.00off
Posters
& Hats

15 %
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T-Shirts
& Jerseys
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MUSICAL 1984

Funny Thing will try to spark up a dull winter
by Laura Waters and Laura
Gudbaur
One of the main reasons that
the Theater and Music
departments selected A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to
the Foruni , was the need to
present "something funny and

bright to spark up a dull winter,"
according to Jacque
Reidelberger, the production's
stage director.
Performances will run from
Feb. 2-5 on the Performing Arts
Center Main Stage, with shows at
8 p.m.
Reidelberger also felt he had
the "appropriate talent" to make
the show a good one.
Richmond McCluer, musical
director and conductor, and
Reidelberger also considered
West Side Story, 1776, and Lady
in the Dark but ruled each out for

different reasons.
McCluer said West Side Story

was ruled out because the
musical score and the
choreography were too difficult
for the "limited amount of time
we have to put on the production."
1776 was turned down because

it had an almost all male cast and
Lonely in the Dark

had a

complicated story line along with
music that "just isn't that great,"
commented Reidelberger.
According to Reidelberger,
putting together a musical is not
an easy task because it's much
more complicated to produce
than a straight play. In general
there are more sets and people to
deal with. And the acting isn't the

The cast and crew of "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum," rehearse on the Pac Main stage in preparation for
opening night Feb. 2. Each member participated in the "blocking" technique Sunday night. (photo by Steve Apps)
only consideration since they
must deal with singing and
dancing and working with the
orchestra.
Although they have all of the
above mentioned things to

contend with, Reidelberger feels
that the biggest problem facing
them is the time in which they
have to produce the musical.
Though the show was
rescheduled to open on Feb. 2,

rehearsals didn't start until the
beginning of January. This time
element puts tremendous
pressure on the cast and crew to
perform, said Reidelberger. In the
last three weeks they've been

rehearsing six or seven days a
week.
"I'm pleased with the progress
so far," Reidelberger said.
According to him, there is a good
Continued on page 13

Exit live music enter Tower of Power
by Jim Riccioli
Friday night came and went at
the Mississippi Queen last
weekend. That in itself is not so
unusual. But the fact that there
was no band — no straining voice
boxes, no vibration strings, no
resounding drums and no electronically-created keyboard
sounds — was a bit "off the wall"
relative to typical Friday night
entertainment.
But there was music and it was
manually produced.
The Tower of Power, a portable

turntable sound system chaired
by a live disk jockey, sat on top of
the stage which the night before
had been filled by a live band
scheduled to appear again Friday
and Saturday.
But the band SASS "bombed,"
according to MQ owner Cliff
Vierus, whose nightclub saw its
Thursday night income dwindle
to one-third Its average for that
evening. The performance
prompted Vierus to drop SASS
for the remainder of their stay,

leaving no band ready to perform
Jeff Severson, alias "The Suds Man,"spins some discs atop the Tower of Power of the Mississippi Queen
Friday night. The Tower replaced a live band that had "bombed" Thursday. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

for the usually busy Friday
evening rush.

From that setback, Vierus said
he saw a chance to experiment
with the live DJ Tower of Power
promotion on a Friday and Saturday night, traditionally reserved
for top live acts.
Did he think it would work?
"We'll see tonight," he had said.
"Other places around town have
been using DJs and we had been
using the Tower of Power
Tuesday and Wednesday. But last
night's crowd (Thursday's) will

affect tonight's crowd (Friday).
Our business will probably be
affected."

No one can be certain whether
it was the SASS performance
earlier or the lack of interest in
the Tower of Power, but the
Friday night crowd was sparse,
according to Jeff Severson, the
jock on top of the Tower of Power
Friday.

"Business was pretty slow,"
Severson said. "We've been
pretty slow on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays too but I don't think
it's because no one likes the idea
of music from a disk jockey."
Severson acknowledged that
the concept has worked well elsewhere,
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BCA Week purpose: promote
racial understanding, integration
by Greg Abbott
The opportunity to show black
culture and plan events to integrate all races are the main
purposes behind Black Cultural
Awareness Week which begins
Monday.
Obi Anueyiagu, president of
BCA, said he encourages everyone to participate in the activities
to promote understanding among
all cultures.
"We're a non-militant group,"
said Anueyiagu. "Our events are
open to all. We have no political
motives. Our only motive Is to get
everyone together to integrate all
cultures and lifestyles and
exchange backgrounds."
The events begin Jan. 30 near
the Cinema Room with recorded
speeches and music by famous

black Americans.
Steel Experience, a black
instrumental group, will perform
in the Smog on Tuesday
beginning at noon.
Congressman Louis Stokes, a
prominent black leader from
Ohio, will speak about his experiences as a congressman Feb. 2
in Baldwin Lounge at 8 p.m.
Stokes was the first black
member of Congress from Ohio,
and the first black member to
serve on the Appropriations
Committee of the House.
The week will be capped off
with the Feb. 4 soul food dinner
held in the Smog at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $2 and can obtained from the
BCA office or members.
"The
administration
and
campus have been very openminded toward other cultures,"

said Anueyiagu. "We would like
to thank Student Affairs, the
Music department and Social

Cultural Activities Committee for
funding the events."
SCAC provided $2,200 for the
speaker, the Music department
paid $250 for the musical group
and Student Affiars gave $250 to
help cover the cost for the events.
Black Cultural Awareness is a
group consisting of approximately 40 black Americans,
Africans and white Americans.
Anueyiagu said the BCA plans to
integrate other international
cultures into the group.
"By the time I leave, I'll leave
with a remarkable impression of
support, attitude and openmindedness from Winona State,"
said Anueyiagu.

Music dept strives to understand
Schubert's hidden meanings
by Kevin Barnard
_ Winona
State's
Music
department is striving hard to
understand the somewhat hidden
meanings of Franz Schubert's
songs before the upcoming performance of the the Fourth Annual Schubert Concert.
"We've run into a few
obstacles along the way with
trying to translate some words,
but overall things are going well,"
says Walter Hinds, head vocal instructor at Winona State.
"We started this tradition in
1980 with a concert performing
many of Schubert's works, some
famous, some not so famous,"
Hinds said.
Franz Schubert, who lived from
1797 to 1828, is considered to be
the first master of German music.
Winona State's library carries a
book entitled Schubert's Werke
(complete works) which contains
his 640 songs and opera pieces.
From thiS book comes the songs
that Hinds has selected for the
Birthday Concert, to be held at 8

p.m. Tuesday in the Recital Hall
of the Performing Arts Center.
Hinds said a translation from
German to English will be provided in the programs to help
make the music more
understandable and interesting
for the audience.
The song "Geisterchor aus
Rosamunde," from the four-act
drama Rosamunde von Cypern,
has become a bit of a problem to
translate, according to Hinds.
"This movement, sung by a
male chorus, has practically
become a state-wide search
trying to find the translation,"
said Hinds. "We've got it
narrowed down to the fact that
the men singing are some kind of
spirits, but we don't know whether

to envision them wearing horns or
wings," said Hinds, laughing.
The concert will contain a
vocal quartet featuring WSU
music majors Lucretia Johnson,
Suzette Bechly and Duane
Oldham, and Walter Hinds.
Hinds said, "The program has a
lot of interesting numbers with

FINGER FOODS
Corner of Carnia and Washington Streets
Ai roil /eon, Masts•ell

1.nughrm ftrldt
Call Ahead fur Faster Service . 454.2860
Sun , Mon., Tue.. Wed., I I a.m.. midnight
Thurs., Fri., Sat., II a.m.. 2 a.m.

DELIVERIES
II am- Ipm
5pm - ('losing

FREE DELIVERY'
On Orders
Over '1.00

Free Local Business Area Deliveries at Noonl

The Pita Sandwich
The growth In popularity of the pita bread sandwich has led to
the invention of even better sandwich fillings. We take pride in
the introduction of several mu , varieties that are sure 0 please
th0c of you ttalA a lighter line in mind.

Deli-Bar Subs
All available on white or rye rolls

$1.80

"My Hero"

HOT PITAS
"Roast Beef' with Bar-b•que sauce
"Ham & Cheese"
"Turkey & Gravy"
PITA SALAD
Crab, Cucumber • Fresh ay. d delighthil A taste of summer

Both Halves only $1.95
Fe e !Free to Mr Half and Half As You Choose'

Straight from the deli this sandwich combines all she flatoprs and
varieties you can find. Thinly sliced turkey, mast beef, ham. cotta
salami and piles of cheese • with fresh fella, and mayonnaise. A
one ofa kind experience at a price that', infinitely reasonable.

"Turkey, Monterey
& American"

"Deep Fried Foods"
We offer a popular selection of deep fried foods consisting of
cheese curds batter fried mushrooms, steak sticks and great
anion rings. Available in single or family sired order .

TAtn/y died turkey breast with loads of Monterey Jack and
American cheese.

"Roast Beef & Cheddar"

ONION RINGS

CHEESE CURDS

Single $1.25
, Family $2.50

Single $1.50
Family $2.75

fleartyand detimous

MIXED BASKET

"Ham & American"

Onion rings. cheese eurd •
batter fried mushrooms

Piled high and satisfying

$3.50

"Rhine Valley Reuben"

MUSHROOMS
Single $1.50
Family $2.75

Single $1.75
Family $3.50

most memorable Reuben.

"Quarter Pound Hot Dog"
Only $1.25

and a clarinet duet.

Hinds tried to include the
community in the program by
inviting others outside of Winona
State to participate.
Loretta
Fraterrigo,
newly
appointed assistant professor of
voice at the College of Saint
Teresa, will sing a soprano
arrangement of Schubert's
"Ellens Songs."
Also from the community will
be Elsie Naylor, organist at the
Methodist Church, who will play
piano accompaniment.
Hinds said, "I feel it is up to me
as a voice teacher to show precious works like this to the community. When we have the necessary talents and facilities so
readily available, I find no reason
why something so cultured and
beautiful shouldn't be presented
to the public. It's a delightful
show."

by Daniel Munson

Not too long ago there was a certain ad on TV for a particular
chain of restaurants. In this commercial there was an elderly
couple. The woman, in this ad, was standing around by the sink
preparing dinner. The man then came up, untied her apron and
tossed it aside, and told her they were going ou, to eat. Then the
camera angle changed as they were walking out the door, and the
woman was still wearing her apron!
Okay, so maybe it's just a little mistake, and it's always good for
a laugh everytime the commercial comes on, but somebody (a lot of
somebodies actually) got paid a lot of money for doing that job.
Calling it a simple oversight is being much too fair — there are a
number of people who should have caught that mistake. The actors,
professionals, should have been aware of what they were wearing
(even if it was filmed out of sequence); the director a professional,
should have caught it; the editor, also a professional, should have
seen it; and most of all, the person whose job is "continuity", and
who also happens to be a professional, should have corrected the
mistake before it ever got on film.
So what happened to professionalism?

I don't mean to imply that all professionals are doing a poor job,
but it does seem as though there are a lot of people today who don't
take pride in the job that they do — they're content to be, at best,
adequate. And where do they pick up this lackadaisical attitude? In
the wonderful institutions of higher education, of course.
Right here, on this campus, there are a number of professors who
do not seem to value their professional positions (which the
students deserve). Almost every student has had (or will have) at
least one instructor who quite obviously does not wish to be
teaching and will put off lectures, assignments, grading, and whatever else he or she can. With this sort of role model it's easy to see
where students get the idea that it's okay to do as little possible,
and sometimes not even do the job at all.
There are a couple of things that can be done about this, here on
campus. First of all, if there's a teacher who isn't giving you the sort
of information that you feel you should be getting (remember, you
paid for it), go to the Deans' office and make an appointment to talk
to someone about it — they can offer quite a bit of help.
The second option, for when you're not learning in class,
depends totally on you and will work only as well as the effort you
put into it — strive for personal perfection. The instructor may hand
out the grades, but it's up to you to decide how much you're
learning.
The students are the professionals of tomorrow, and I think it
would be nice if they put back the professional in professionalism.

Fifth Annual

Business Awareness
Seminar

"An opportunity to meet business professionals"
February 7th & 8th, 1984
9-12 a.m.; 1-3 p.m.
at
Winona State University's Kryzsko Commons,
Dining Rooms A, B, C, & D

Business Dress: First Step to Success
Wed., Feb. 8th, 1-3 p.m.
Baldwin Lounge

11-11

STEAK STICKS

Tender ,uicy carried beef, Swiss sheers and tangy sauerkraut.
combined and stuffed info a fresh rye bread roll, makes this a

$1.75

great diversity in style and
context."
In addition to the quartet, the
program will include the
university choir, a male chorus

Center Aisle

No Admission Charge!

"Nacho Mountain"
A veritable mountain of hot nacho Int fillo chips smothered in
spicy Aot cheese sauce. Single or family are orders

Single $1.00

Family $1.7.5

Sponsored by WSU's Accounting Club & Society for the Advancement of Mana ement
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CARISCH THEATRES

Cabaret most successful

Theater dept has done them all
by Laura Gudbaur

One of the most unusual or out
of the ordinary musicals that has
From comedy to opera the been produced was Godspell,
Winona State Theater department said Reidelberger.
has done them all.
The musical, which is an
The department can list such adaptation of the New Testament
productions as West Side Story, set to contempory-styled music,
Godspell, La Boheme.
and was a "real departure for
Cabaret on its list of productions. Winona," said Reidelberger.
Last year's production of
As to the quality of the shows,
Cabaret was the most expensive Reidelberger attributes their
of all the musicals the success to the high number of
department
has
produced, extremely talented performers
according
to
Jacque
Reidelberger, department head
and director of the musicals
since 1964. Over $7000 went into Continued from Page 11
the production. He said that the balance of experience among the
elaborate costuming and setting cast members, especially the
which was required pushed the principle characters.
cost so high.
If Cabaret was the most expenThe cast, consisting of 22
sive musical they produced it was
people, auditioned in December
also the most successful.
and were asked to wear
Reidelberger says that he likes to
swimsuits to the audition.
think that every production is
According to Reidelberger this
successful, but attendence-wise
was not unusual. He explained
Cabaret appeared to be the most
that the costumes are somewhat
popular. The show played to a full
revealing because the women
house every night.
To
Reidelberger,
all
the play courteseans and the men
musicals are memorable events, play Roman soldiers, so the
he said. However, if he had to swimsuits were necessary in
pick one that stood out most in looking for a good physique.
The musical is a Roman farce
his mind it would have to the
based
on a play by Plautus, a
production of West Side Story
back in the 1960s. "It was a real Roman playright, and is a broad
accomplishment," he said. "We comedy about a slave who tries
were still in Somsen then, and if to buy his freedom by finding his
you knew what that stage was master a courtesean.

Musical 1984

like to work with you would understand what I'm talking about."

A Funny Thing Happened On
the Way to the Forum is among

CINE 4
2ND AND MAIN

CINE 4
452-4172

STARTS FRIDAY (PG)
7:10 - 9:20

who have been available.
Currently the department is
rehearsing
A Funny Thing

The true story of a family
trapped in the wilderness
and how they learn
to survive.

Happened on the Way to the
Forum.

According to Reidelberger, he
doesn't like to compare the
musicals done previously with
the one under current production.
Instead, he likes to draw upon
what they learn from each
production so that each musical
will be an improvement.

Ill Search of
A (OLDEN

7:00 - 9:20 (PG)
the top 20 in longest running
plays on Broadway. It has run
1000 performances. Only 30
shows in cast history have played
longer.
Two of the shows more popular
songs are "Comedy Tonight" and
"Everyone Ought to Have A
Maiden."
Most of the music is "clever,
funny and fits in real well with the
dialogue," added McCluer.
The cast has been working with
a piano accompanist, but the
orchestra wasn't scheduled to be
brought in until this week. Both
groups should have their
individual parts well rehearsed so
that when they come together
they don't have to worry about
learning anything new, according
to McCluer.
Reidelberger said
if they
maintain the schedule they
should be in good shape by
opening night.

DEBRA WINGER
SHIRLEY MacLAINE

601,1

452-4172

2ND AND MAIN

7:20 - 9:20 (R)

DAVID NAUCHT0A1

HOT 000
THE MOVIE
3RD WEEK
7:00 - 9:30 (PG)

BARBRA
STREISAND

YENTL

)47(?(
HELD OVER 8TH WEEK

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers7..
A Weekend
Special!

The movie that people
are talking about...

2ND WEEK
Dominds Pizza is the
number one pizza delivery
company in the world For
over 20 years we've been
bringing fast, free 30
minute pizza delivery to
your door. Why not order a
hot, delicious pizza from
Domino's Pizza.

454-6700
909 W. Fifth Street
Hours:
4:30 pm-1am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.

Mall Walk Sale Three Days Only
Jan. 27, 28, & 29

We use only 100% real
dairy cheese!

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.

Limited delivery area.

YOU GET

01984 Dominds Pizza Inc,.

25% OFF THE SALE PRICE
ON ALL FALL AND WINTER SALE MERCHANDISE.
Examples of how it works:

Reg. Price
$50.00

Reg. Price
$20.00

Sale Price
$11.97
25% Off
Price

$8.98
%90
41,0111*
edolike■

•
yip

'bob

FOUR
SEASONS®
DEPARTMENT STORE

Sale Price
$32.97
25% Off
Price
Don't

$24.73
Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10.9
Sat. 10.5
Sun. 12.5

Miss
The Mall
Walk Sale!

3 Days
Only

Phone 452-8501 Mcisfekard
Winona Mall
Winona, MN

yr sr oil
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$2 00 °It any 16"

•
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•

coupon per pizza.
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•
S
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Sports Calendar
Men's Basketball
Friday, Jan. 27, Bemidji State,
Home, Saturday, Jan. 28, U-MD,
Home.

Gymnastics
Thursday, Jan. 26, at Hamline,
Saturday, Jan. 28, Warrior-Lite
Classic II

Women's Basketball
Friday, Jan. 27, Bemidji, Home

Gymnasts finish 3rd, prepare for Lite Classic
by Kevin Schmidt
When one is given an honor,
one must deserve the honor. The
Winona State University
Gymnastics team was given and
deserves the No. 1 position in the
first NAIA poll of the year.
WSU coach Steve Juaire said,
"I know we'd be ranked high, but
not that high."
However, he thinks that the
team deserves top ranking; after
what has been a perfect season
so far.
The last two meets have been
comeback meets for the team.
said Juaire. "We were a little slow
after Christmas break and had
some cleaning up to do."
On January 18th the Warriors
hosted a triangular meet against
Mankato State and the University
of Wisconsin-Stout.
WSU dominated the meet by
placing first on all four events,
including sweeps of the top three
places in vaulting and on the
uneven parallel bars. They also
swept the all-around.
"We put out the effort and had
strong routines," said Juaire,
"but we haven't quite gotten back
the edge we had before
Christmas break."
Winona finished first with a
score of 135.50, UW-Stout was
second with 122.10 and Makato
third with 105.30.

According to Juaire, the big
test was on Saturday at the University of Missouri Quadrangle.
"We didn't expect to win, but we
did give a good showing and had
an outstanding meet."
Winona finished third with
170.85 behind NCAA Division I
powerhouses Georgia, with
176.95 and Missouri, who
finished at 176.80. The Warriors
set a team vault record in the
meet.

`We're still looking
for a little more
consistency and
we need to
sharpen our edges
a bit more on
our routines.'

"We're still looking for a little
more consistancy and we need to
sharpen our edges a bit more on
the routines," said Juaire.
"We're looking to the Hamline
meet on Thursday against
Gustavus and Hamline to be the
spring board to the Warrior-Lite
Classic on Saturday." said Juaire.
"The girls can go into the meet

without much pressure and feel
relaxed and just work on
polishing up their routines."
He said that the Classic II
already has people talking and it
is generating a lot of enthusiasm.
"I'll use it as a test to measure
the team to see where they stand
for the season." Juaire said.
"There will be more pressure at
this meet, more even that last
year. It is probably the most
important home meet we have
this year."
Juaire said, that they certainly
will be the favored team in both
meets, but it is not necessarily a
question of winning the meet as
it is to clean up the routines and
to get ready for national
competition.
Although Juaire has a No. 1
ranked team, he refuses to take
all the credit for the teams
success. Along with the
gymnasts, he says assistant
coaches Greg Juaire and Ann
Heuer; and with the College of
Saint Teresa Dance Instructor
Mark Gillies, who choreographs
routines, held helped him
tremendously.
The Warrior-Lite Gymnastics
Classic II, which will feature the
University of WisconsinLaCrosse ranked no. -4 in NAIA
division I and the University of
Wisconsin-EauClaire, currently
ranked no. 19 in the same division
along with our own no. 1 ranked
Warriors, will begin at 1 p.m. on
Saturday.

Sue Litschke vaults during the Missouri Quadrangle. (photo by Steve
Kemmerling)

WSU men cagers drop
two NIC heartbreakers
by Wayne Bower

WSU's Tony Kurutz watches as two Northern State players gain
posseslon of the ball. (photo by Steve Apps)

The Winona State men's
basketball team dropped two
Conference games this past
weekend, to Moorhead State
University and the Northern State
Wolves.
The first loss, to Moorhead,
was a heartbreaking 80-79 double
overtime battle, which saw WSU
trail throughout the entire game
until a jumper from 18 feet by Bill
Barker gave the Warriors a 72-70
advantage, with just two seconds
left in the first overtime. It was at
this point that Moorhead took a
time out, and when the Dragons
returned to the court they sent
four players down to surround the
Warrior basket. With all five
Warriors down court the
Moorhead inbound man had no
pressure, as he lobbed the ball
the length of the court to
teammate Greg Feltman, who
connected on a turnaround
jumper at the buzzer to tie the
score.
Warrior Coach Jerry Nauman,

who insisted that there is no way
anybody should be able to catch
a 90 foot pass and get a shot off
in two seconds, had to send his
troops out for a second overtime
without the services of scoring
leaders Gary Crouse and Steve
Nett, who had fouled out of the
game.
The second overtime remained
as close as the rest of the game,
but without Crouse or Nett in the
line up WSU could not muster up
much of an offense, as the
Dragons won, 80-79.
Nett paced the Warriors with
23 points, while Kevin Martin
contributed a season high 19
points to go along with 10 rebounds.
On Saturday night. the Warriors
suffered yet another heartbreak
as they dropped a 59-58 decision
to the Wolves of Northern State.
The Warriors led by one, 58-57,
with 18 seconds left in the game
and had Crouse on the free
throw line, but a missed attempt

gave the Wolves possession and,
with 15 seconds remaining in regulation, a time out.
Nauman, who instructed his
players to not give up any unmolested shots, watched in disbelief as Northern State reserve
Mike Peschong, who had not
played prior to this point, stood
all alone at the top of the key and
connected on an 18 foot jumper
to give the Wolves their fourth
conference victory against no
losses, which boosts their record
to 16-1.
WSU, who led by as much as 15
points in the first half, led
throughout the entire game until
Peschong's jumper.
Crouse led all Warrior scorers
with 16 points.
The Warriors are back in action
again this Friday night against
Bemidji State and again on
Saturday against the University
of Minnesota-Duluth, both games
are at McCowen Gym, game time
7:30.

I
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Women cagers extend losing streak to six
by John Paul Schaller
and Sue Mund

The Winona State women's
basketball team dropped two
Northern Sun Conference games
last weekend and extended its
losing streak to six games.
On Friday the University of
Minnesota-Duluth defeated the
Warriors 59-55.
The Bulldogs were 24 of 52
from the field, while the Warriors
were 24 of 69.
Warrior coach Betty Kelly felt

that her team played will, but just
didn't get the breaks when they
needed them.
She felt that her team played
some of its best basketball this

season.
"This was our best game in
terms of poise this year. We took
some shots at the end that didn't
drop," Kelly told the Winona Daily
News.
Bernie Roskop netted 21 points
and snagged eight rebounds for
the Warriors, while Sue Cubinski
and Ruth Boberg added eight and

nine points, respectively. Sue
Miesfeldt pulled down 10
rebounds.
Chris Beal had 13 points for
UM-D, while Amy Jaeger and
Sarah Halsey added 10 each.
On Saturday the Warriors were
routed by NSC powerhouse St.
Cloud, 85-59. The loss dropped
the Warriors to 7-8 on the year
after a 7-2 start.
Much of the game was spent
on the free throw line, as the
referees whistled 38 fouls on the
Warriors and 34 fouls on the

Huskies. Four players from each
team fouled out during the
course of the game.
Kelly feels that, despite the
losing streak, her team has been
playing well this year.
"We've played some good
ballteams and when you make a
mistake it hurts," Kelly told the
Daily News. "Friday night we
played some of the best ball we
ever have, but still lost by four

points."
Both teams had more points
from the free throw line than from

Most people think that heart disease
only happens in the elderly. Yet, according to the American Heart
Association, each year more than
200,000 Americans die from heart
and blood vessel diseases before
age 65.

the floor. St. Cloud hit on 31 of 43
free throws, while WSU converted
23 of 33 from the line.
Kelly felt that the referees had
no input toward the outcome of
the game, only the poor play of
the Warriors was a factor.
Lisa Lockwood was the only
Warrior to score in double figures
with 10 points, while Julie Bemis,
Mary Jo Kranz and Miesfeldt each
added eight.
The Warriors next game is at
home against Bemidji State on
Friday at 7:30 p.m.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
American Heart
i'Association

IN ARMY NURSING
YOU KEEP
ADDING NEW
SKILLS.
Its important that you're treated with the
dignity and respect accorded an Army officer. And
it's important to work in a modem medical center, earn a top salary, and travel. But perhaps the
most important aspect of Army Nursing is the
dedication to education. In Army Nursing you
have the opportunity to attend professional conferences, pursue advanced degrees and study
a variety of nursing specialties.
If you're a student working on your BSN
or if you already have a BSN and are registered to
practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, look
into Army Nursing. Stop by or call us:
CALL (612)349-3235/5989

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

St. Cloud's Janice Flicker weaves through WSU's Ruth Boberg and Sue Cubinski. (photo by Steve Apps)

Advertise
in the

ACUI Tournament

Bowling, 8-ball,
Ping Pong, & Frisbee
Feb. 410:30-5
Feb. 512-5
Student Union
Sign up in Up & Co. by Jan. 31

Winonan

1
1

You missed it
the first time,

I

Here's Your
I
I Second Chance!! 1

I

I
1

I
I

PERM & CUT

$24.50
with coupon otter expires
Feb. 29, 1984

0
0

z

I
I
I

II
120 W. 4th
I
1
Behind Hardees
I
454.2450
I
I
al ......NCOUPON..11.....

Regionals will be at the U of M
February 17 & 18
paid for by Up & Co.
Must be a full time student
One event per person
You must have 2.0grade
point average
Name
Address
Phone
Soc. Sec. No.
Event
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WAY
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~
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et Center, Inc.

Call Us
Today
for a free,
introductory
consultation.

454-6995
123 Johnson - Suite 102
Commercial Court
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Correction

The Sports-n-Store ad
last week should have
stated: Free T-shirt or $5
off with any purchase of

From Left Field

shoes over $25

Boring. That is the only way I can describe media-hyped Super
Bowl XVIII. Well, maybe it was disappointment too. Okay, dull,
tedious, monotonous, listless, dreary, dismal and downright tiresome do come to my mind also.
Maybe it wasn't that bad if you happen to be a Raider fan, but I'm
not sure there are any of those around. If there are any they are all
still in Oakland. (I suppose Mike Stark is a Raider fan now that they
won the Super Bowl).
Yes that is right sports fans, I was backing the Redskins all the
way. Up until the second half I would have bet my last dollar that
"The Hogs", led by the proverbial knight in shining armor,
everyone's favorite athlete, Joe Theismann, would wake up and
come storming back in the last possible minute to snuff out the
"bad guy" Raiders and prove once and for all that good always prevails over evil.
No such luck, to be blunt, the Redskin's performance sucked.
They did not play like defending Super Bowl Champions at all.
They looked more like they were playing for fourth place in a church
chess tournament and they had lost their queen on the first move.
I hate the Raiders, primarily for two reasons. Al Davis is a jerk.
Anyone who wears sunglasses at night makes my jerk list. (My
apologies to Michael Jackson). And I hate Jim Plunkett. His head is
too big for his helmet. Not very GO at all Jim.
Maybe it wasn't such a crucial game after all. I mean, the losers
make mint anyway so why should they even be that fired up. They
made more money on the road to the Super Bowl than most people
make at a normal job in a year. In fact, the losers this year made
more than the winners last year.
I think I have a solution to this problem. Instead of paying both
the winners and the losers in the classic game, the should only pay
money to the winners and let the losers suck eggs.
Imagine two teams beating each others heads in for a purse of
$100,000 each. Now that would be a game. All or nothing. That's the
way they should do it. The losers would have to resort to Ford Truck
commericals for a source of income.

Happy
Valentine's
Day
all WSU
students
from

■

hAiR dEsiqN INC.
FOR MEN & WOMEN
Westgate Shopping Center,

This coupon entitles
you to

Winona, MN. (507)454-2403

OPEN EVENINGS

$1.50 off

any haircut or service
with WSU I.D.

VDC

Coupon
Expires 2-29- 84

Across From The M.O.
FAST HOT DELIVERY
CALL NOW! 4.*•---

1454-3403 - 452-9922

Jeff Severson
Special Prices on
Old Style
Cans & Miller Taps
Smash the can &
get one Free

•••••IIMMONNMMOM IIIMINI

LAEhN 'S

'S,AlAki■O'N UK/LA

Sudd's Man

Special people deserve special gifts
/11111•110•11111M111•

Every Monday
Night From
.4:30-8:30
You can devastate
your appetite on
all the styles of
pizza we make,
crisp garlic toast
and soda pop.
All you can eat

Tues.-No Cover-DJ

The Designer's
qe at Laehn's
Hair Design
r

PIZZA
RUM

I

Wed.-No Cover-DJ
Scotty 0

Scott Opfer
Special Prices on
Old Style can
Smash the can &
get one Free
Upside down Drinks
Tap Lite

Rock & Roll
Journey
Lover Boy
Night Ranger
Head East
Styx
Van Halen

